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HIP : Host Interface Processor
D-net





























































































































































































































































































   RTP  RTP     HNM
CM : Common Memory
 NHM: Network-to-Host Memory
HNM: Host-to-Network Memory
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(a) Connection request(CR) step (b)  Connection confirm(CC) step
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Handling pvm_perror monitor toolwatch tool
handler (not address )(not address ) (not address )
[1] For PICL, op={max, min, sum, prod, comb, and, or, xor}.
[2] For ISIS, x = {a, c, f, g, m } is the type of broadcast.

























primitive for exchanging data between nodes
multicasting (broadcasting) for one-to-many(all) data transfer
primitive to logically lock a resourec so that mutual exclusion is
       ensured within a single DCE
barrier synchronization routine to allow a specified number of  hosts to synchronize
       on a specified barrier name
primitive to query the arrival of messages for a particular host
      message arrivals can be queried by message type, message source or
      by wildcards
return the status of a transmitted message to the source node
return the current status of the network
return the current configuration and status of the hosts
allocate the requested number of nodes and configure them as a logical group
add a host to a logical group
delete a host from a logical group
sends a high priority message to the hosts to communicate error status
sends a signal to all hosts of a logical group to allow them to save predefined
      check-pointing data
Description
Table 2: Primitives Supported by HCP
Table 1: A Characterization of message-passing primitives for parallel / distributed computing
